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Abstract
We study left multipliers on the second dual spaces L1ðGÞ00 and MðGÞ00: We answer a
question of Ghahramani and Lau, showing that for non-compact G a non-zero left multiplier
on these spaces cannot be weakly compact.
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Let A be a Banach algebra. A linear operator T : A-A is called a left multiplier, if
TðabÞ ¼ TðaÞb for a; bAA (more generally, if X is a right A–module, e.g. a right ideal
in A; there is the notion of a left A–multiplier T : X-X ). An element a0AA is called
left weakly completely continuous (w.c.c.), if the corresponding multiplier Ta0ðaÞ ¼
a0a is a weakly compact operator on A (similarly for left completely continuous
elements, see also [To]).
Our main object will be the biduals of the group algebras L1ðGÞ and MðGÞ; where
G denotes a locally compact group. The bidual spaces L1ðGÞ00 and MðGÞ00 are
equipped with the Arens product (see below for its deﬁnition). Compact and weakly
compact right multipliers on L1ðGÞ00 have been studied in [GL1,GL2]. Since L1ðGÞ is
not Arens regular (unless G is ﬁnite), left multipliers behave differently and only
partial results have been obtained in [GL1,GL2,GL3]. Several open problems were
formulated. In particular, the question of existence of non-zero weakly compact left
multipliers on L1ðGÞ00 when G is not compact [GL3, problem 4] and [GL1, problems
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5,6]. This is answered in the Corollary of our Theorem, using techniques related to
those of [R].
In the last part, we treat the case of compact groups G: If LNðGÞ has a unique
invariant mean, we show that any weakly compact left multiplier on L1ðGÞ00 is given
by multiplication with an element of L1ðGÞ (Corollary of the Proposition). By
Ghahramani and Lau [GL3, Theorem 3.12] this answers problem 3 of [GL3] in this
case.
Notations. For a locally compact space O; MðOÞ denotes the space of complex
Radon measures on O; CðOÞ the space of bounded continuous functions (both with
their standard norms), dx denotes the point measure concentrated at xAO:
G will always be a locally compact group. We ﬁx a left Haar measure on G and
deﬁne the spaces L1ðGÞ; LNðGÞ as usual. L1ðGÞ is considered as a subset of MðGÞ:
Convolution of measures and functions is denoted by m  n; m  g; f  g; thus
making MðGÞ a Banach algebra with subalgebra L1ðGÞ (in fact, a two sided ideal).
Similarly, L1ðO; nÞ; LNðO; nÞ are deﬁned for a non-negative Radon measure n on O
and if n is concentrated on a measurable subset O1 of O; we write L1ðO1; nÞ:
Duality between Banach spaces is denoted by /S; thus for fALNðGÞ; uAL1ðGÞ;
we have /f ; uS ¼ R
G
f ðxÞuðxÞ dx:
Recall the deﬁnition of the (ﬁrst) Arens product on the bidual A00 of a Banach
algebra A: for a; bAA; fAA0; we deﬁne f aAA0 by /f a; bS ¼ /f ; a bS; then for
m; nAA00; nfAA0 is deﬁned by /nf ; aS ¼ /n; f aS and ﬁnally, mnAA00 is deﬁned by
/mn; fS ¼ /m; nfS
(see [To] for a further discussion; the essential feature is that m/mn is sðA00; A0Þ–
continuous, while for n/mn this is guaranteed for m ¼ aAA only, furthermore,
n/nf is sðA00; A0Þ  sðA0; AÞ-continuous). In the case of MðGÞ with convolution, it
follows that L1ðGÞ00 is an ideal in MðGÞ00 (for the usual embedding of biduals,
induced by the embedding of L1ðGÞ into MðGÞ). Thus expressions like mdx make
sense for mAL1ðGÞ00; xAG:
Theorem. Suppose that G is a locally compact group. Then the following statements
are equivalent:
(a) G is compact.
(b) MðGÞ00 has a non-zero left completely continuous element.
(c) MðGÞ00 has a non-zero left weakly completely continuous element.
Corollary. Let I be a right ideal in MðGÞ00: Assume that either I2 is dense in I or that
the left annihilator of I is trivial. If G is non-compact, then there are no non-zero
weakly compact left multipliers T : I-I :
This applies in particular if I ¼ I 000 for some right ideal I0 in MðGÞ with a bounded
approximate unit (see the proof of the Corollary of the Proposition). The case
I ¼ L1ðGÞ00 answers problem 4 of [GL3]. As usual, I2 denotes the subspace generated
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by fxZ: x; ZAIg and the left annihilator is deﬁned by lan ðIÞ ¼ fxAI : xZ ¼
0 for all ZAIg:
Let O be the spectrum of the W -algebra MðGÞ0 [S, 27.1]. Then MðGÞ00DMðOÞ:
The multiplication on MðGÞ0 that corresponds to pointwise multiplication in CðOÞ
will be denoted by f 	 g: By Taylor [Ta, Theorem 2.3.4] it can be described in terms of
the standard multiplications in the spaces LNðG; mÞ where m is a non-negative
measure in MðGÞ: This corresponds to the notion of ‘‘pseudofunction’’ used in [S,
27.2]. Alternatively, multiplication on MðGÞ0 is the Arens product coming from
pointwise multiplication in C0ðGÞ; the space of continuous functions vanishing at
inﬁnity. BMðGÞ denotes the space of bounded Borel measurable functions on G:
Then BMðGÞ embeds isometrically into MðGÞ0 (cf. [GL2, 2.12]). By what we just
mentioned about the multiplication on MðGÞ0; this is consistent with pointwise
multiplication in BMðGÞ: We say that mAMðGÞ00 vanishes on a Borel set BDG if the
functional vanishes on cB 	 MðGÞ0 (where cB denotes the indicator function of B).
If M is a weakly compact subset of MðGÞ00; there exists a ‘‘control measure’’
nAMðGÞ00 ([DS, IV.9.12]): nX0 and for any e40 there is d40 such that for any
idempotent pAMðGÞ0; /n; pSod implies j/m; pSjoe for all mAM: (Observe that
this entails j/m; p fSjoe for all fAMðGÞ0 with jjf jjp1:)
Let V be a ﬁxed compact neighbourhood of the identity eAG: We consider a
family K of minimal cardinality with the following properties (cf. [LL, Lemma 3]):
(i) each KAK is a compact subset of G with VDK ;
(ii)
S
KAK K
 ¼ G;
(iii) K is closed under ﬁnite unions.
(In particular,K is upwards directed by inclusion; K denotes the interior of K :) We
call a net ðxKÞKAK (of elements of G) sparse (with respect to K) if the sets
K2xK ðKAKÞ are pairwise disjoint. Observe that this entails that
S
KAK KxK is
closed in G, hence Borel measurable. For countable familiesK; this is related to the
scattered sequences of [R, 1.1].
Lemma 1. For a sparse net ðxKÞ let x be a cluster point of ðdxK ÞKAK in O ðDMðGÞ00Þ:
Then the mapping f/x f maps the closed unit ball of MðGÞ0 surjectively to itself.
Proof. Take gAMðGÞ0 with jjgjjp1: For a compact set K put
MK ¼ fmAMðGÞ: supp mDKg
(supp m denotes the support of m). Let eM be the vector space generated by the
subspaces MKxK ðKAKÞ: This is a direct sum, since the sets KxK are pairwise
disjoint. Furthermore, jjPmK jj ¼
PjjmK jj for mKAMKxK : Hence, we can deﬁne a
functional f0 on eM by
/f0; mS ¼ /g; m  dx1
K
S for mAMKxK
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and we get jjf0jjpjjgjj: Let fAMðGÞ0 be an extension of f0 satisfying jjf jjpjjgjj: We
claim that x f ¼ g:
If BDG is compact, mAMB; we have for KAK with K+B:
/dxK f ; mS ¼ / f0;m  dxKS ¼ /g; mS:
Hence, in the limit, /x f ; mS ¼ /g; mS holds. Since SB MB is dense in MðGÞ; our
claim follows. &
Corollary. We have jjmxjj ¼ jjmjj for all mAMðGÞ00:
Lemma 2. Let x be as in Lemma 1 and put B ¼ SKAK KxK : Then, mx vanishes on
G\B for any mAMðGÞ00:
Proof. Since the set of functionals vanishing on cG\B 	 MðGÞ0 is w-closed, we may
assume that mAMðGÞ and, in addition, that L ¼ suppm is compact. In this case mx is
a cluster point of ðmdxK ÞKAK and for K+L; we have that
supp m dxK ¼ LxKDB: &
We call two nets ðxKÞ; ðyKÞKAK essentially different with respect to K; ifS
KAK KxK is disjoint to
S
KAK KyK :
Lemma 3. If G is non-compact, there are countably many essentially different nets that
are sparse with respect to K:
Proof. IfK is uncountable, this can be done by transﬁnite induction as described in
[GrL, Proof of Theorem 9] and [L, L.1]. If G is s–compact, writeK ¼ fK1; K2;?g
and put Ln ¼
Sn
j¼1 Kj: Then choose zjAG so that the sets L
2
j zj are pairwise disjoint.
If fn1on2o?g is an inﬁnite subset of N; then xKj ¼ znj deﬁnes a sequence ðxKÞKAK
that is sparse and disjoint subsets give essentially different sequences. &
Proof of the Theorem. ðcÞ ) ðaÞ: Assume that G is non-compact and that m is a non-
zero left weakly completely continuous element in MðGÞ00: Let n be a control
measure for the set fmo : oAOg and let n be the (ﬁnitely additive) Borel measure
induced by n: For 0oeojjmjj; choose an appropriate d40: Let K be a family
satisfying (i)–(iii) above and let ðxKÞ be a sparse sequence. Consider xAO as in
Lemma 1. Then, by the Corollary, jjmxjj ¼ jjmjj: Hence, by Lemma 2,
nðSKAK KxKÞXd: But this is impossible by Lemma 3, since there are countably
many disjoint sets of this type and n is ﬁnite.
ðbÞ ) ðcÞ is trivial, similarly for ðaÞ ) ðbÞ (see also the discussion below on the
case G compact). &
Proof of the Corollary of the Theorem. First we assume that I2 is dense in I : If
T : I-I is a ðIÞ multiplier, m1AI ; it follows that m/Tðm1mÞ is an MðGÞ00-
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multiplier on I : Hence, if T is weakly compact, m1; m2AI ; m0 ¼ Tðm1m2Þ; then m0 is
a left w.c.c. element in MðGÞ00: The Theorem gives m0 ¼ 0: In the general case, the
same argument shows that T vanishes on I2 and this entails that Tðm1ÞAlan ðIÞ for
all m1AI : &
Example. This shall show that the conclusion of the Corollary is not true for
arbitrary right ideals I in MðGÞ00: If G is non-compact, let m1; m2 be different
topologically left invariant means on LNðGÞ (see [P, 7.6, p. 274]). I shall be the
closed right ideal in L1ðGÞ00 ðDMðGÞ00) generated by m1  m2: Since L1ðGÞ00 has a
right unit (see the proof of the Corollary of the Proposition), I is non-trivial.
Topological invariance of mi ([P, 0.9, p. 9]) is equivalent to u mi ¼ /1; uSmi for
uAL1ðGÞ: This implies n ðm1  m2Þ ¼ /n; 1S ðm1  m2Þ for nAL1ðGÞ00 and conse-
quently, n1n2 ¼ 0 for n1; n2AI ; i.e. the multiplication is trivial on I : Thus any linear
mapping on I is a (I–) multiplier.
The last part of the paper is devoted to the case where G is compact (this was not
touched at all in [GL2,GL3]). Here the methods used in the proof of the Theorem do
not apply.
We restrict to the case I ¼ L1ðGÞ00: Of course, any uAL1ðGÞ deﬁnes a left
completely continuous element of L1ðGÞ; hence also of L1ðGÞ00 and MðGÞ00: But, even
if G is abelian (and compact, non-discrete), it is not clear whether there can be other
left weakly completely continuous elements in L1ðGÞ00: Similarly, problem 3 of [GL3]
on the modulus of compact (resp. weakly compact) left multipliers remains open for
general compact G (for non-compact G; problem 3 of [GL3] is answered in a trivial
way by the Theorem). In the Corollary of the Proposition, we give a partial answer
to these questions.
Proposition. Let G be a compact group, M shall be a weakly compact subset of L1ðGÞ00
with the property that mdxAM for all mAM; xAG: Then M has a control measure
nAL1ðGÞ00 that is a right invariant mean on LNðGÞ:
Corollary. If G is a compact group for which LNðGÞ has a unique right invariant mean,
then any weakly compact left multiplier T : L1ðGÞ00-L1ðGÞ00 is given by an element of
L1ðGÞ; i.e. there exists uAL1ðGÞ such that TðmÞ ¼ u m for all mAL1ðGÞ00:
Examples of compact groups with unique invariant means are the groups of
orthogonal matrices OðnÞ for nX5—see [P, p. 168]. (Of course, it does not matter for
the question of uniqueness, if one considers right or left invariant means.)
Proof of the Proposition. L1ðGÞ00 can be embedded into MðGÞ00DMðOÞ; hence its
elements can be visualized as measures on O: Let n0 be a control measure for M:
Since L1ðGÞ00 is an order-complete Banach lattice, we can always assume that n0
belongs to the L–subspace (band) W generated by M (i.e. the closed ideal with
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respect to the order structure, see e.g., [S, 3.7.3 and 3.7.9]—in fact, Semadeni [S] is
restricted to real scalars, but the complex analogue is straightforward). If n0AMðOÞ
corresponds to n0; then WDL1ðn0Þ:
It follows from the corresponding property of M (and the elementary fact that
jmdxj ¼ jmj dx; see e.g [GL3, Propostion 3.10]) that mdxAW for all mAW ; xAG (i.e.
n0 is quasi–invariant with respect to the action of G on O induced by multiplication
as above). Furthermore, by the Dunford–Pettis theorem [DS, IV.8.9, 8.10] the orbit
fmdx: xAGg is relatively weakly compact for all mAW (i.e. the right action of G on
W is weakly almost periodic—compare [Gre, Section 3.8]). The G-invariant elements
(i.e. those satisfying m dx ¼ m for all xAG) constitute an order-complete sublattice
Winv of W and, again by Semadeni [S, 3.7.9], this gives a decomposition W ¼
W1"W2 where W1 denotes the L-subspace generated by Winv and W2 ¼ W>1 ; the
orthogonal ideal. We claim that W2 must be trivial. Then the Proposition follows: by
order-completeness, there exists nAWinv with nX0 and fng> ¼ ð0Þ (this can be seen
e.g. by transferring to L1 ðn0Þ). We can clearly assume that /n; 1S ¼ 1: Then n is a
right invariant mean on LNðGÞ (since / n; f  dx1S ¼ / n; dxfS ¼ /n dx; fS;
observe that dxf ¼ f  dx1 for fABMðGÞ and this carries over to the induced
functionals on L1ðGÞ) and, n0 being absolutely continuous with respect to n; it
follows that n is again a control measure for M:
Now assume that W2 is non-trivial. By the Radon–Nikodym theorem, we have
W2DL1ðO2; n2Þ; where O2 is a measurable subset of O and n2 denotes the restriction
of n: If we decompose n0 ¼ n1 þ n2 with niAWi; then n2 corresponds to the measure
n2: Let M2 be the projection of M to W2: The idempotents of MðGÞ0DCðOÞ are
deﬁned by the open–closed subsets of O and it follows e.g. from [DS, L.III.7.1] that
O2 can be approximated (in L1ðnÞ) by open–closed sets. Then, by easy estimates, one
gets that n2 (resp. n2) is a control measure for M2:
Recall that, using the invariant mean for weakly almost periodic functions on G;
one can deﬁne a projection P : W-Winv such that PðmÞ belongs to the weakly closed
convex hull of the orbit of m [Gre, L.3.8.3, p. 84]. W1 is clearly G-invariant, hence the
same in true for W2 and M2: It follows that PðmÞ ¼ 0 for mAW2: Clearly, W2 is the
L–subspace generated by M2; hence there exists a non-zero mAM2 and then an
idempotent pAMðGÞ0 such that /m; pSa0: Put E ¼ j/m; pSj and choose d40
according to the control measure property for n2: Since Pðn2Þ ¼ 0; there exists xAG
such that /n2dx; pSod (n2 is a ‘‘ﬂight vector’’— compare [Gre, p. 88]). Since
/n2; dxpS ¼ /n2dx; pS and M2 is G-invariant, it would follow that
j/mdx1 ; dxpSjoE: But /m dx1 ; dxpS ¼ /m; pS which gives a contradiction. &
Proof of the Corollary of the Proposition. Let T : L1ðGÞ00-L1ðGÞ00 be a weakly
compact left multiplier and let e0 be the sðL1ðGÞ00; L1ðGÞ0Þ -limit of a bounded (two-
sided) approximate unit in L1ðGÞ: The continuity properties of the Arens product
yield m e0 ¼ m for mAL1ðGÞ00 and e0v ¼ v for vAL1ðGÞ: It follows that Tðm dxÞ ¼
Tðm e0dxÞ ¼ TðmÞ e0dx ¼ TðmÞ dx for all xAG (thus, T is even a MðGÞ00-multiplier).
Let M be the closure of the image of the unit ball of L1ðGÞ00 under T : Then we can
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apply the Proposition and since normalized Haar measure is the only invariant mean
on LNðGÞ; it follows that MDL1ðGÞ: Recall that compactness of G entails that
L1ðGÞ is an ideal in L1ðGÞ00: For vAL1ðGÞ; it follows that TðmÞv ¼ TðmvÞ ¼
Tðe0mvÞ ¼ Tðe0Þmv: Hence, putting u ¼ Tðe0Þ; we conclude that uAL1ðGÞ and that
TðmÞ ¼ um for all mAL1ðGÞ00:
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